We describe a new class of algorithms for generating a variety of geometric interfacial motions by alternating two steps: Construction of the signed distance function (i.e. redistancing) to the interface, and convolution with a suitable kernel. These algorithms can be seen as variants of Merriman, Bence, and Osher's threshold dynamics [25] . The new algorithms proposed here preserve the computational efficiency of the original threshold dynamics algorithm. However, unlike threshold dynamics, the new algorithms also allow attaining high accuracy on uniform grids, without adaptive refinement.
Introduction
In [25] , Merriman, Bence, and Osher (MBO) proposed an intriguing algorithm for approximating the motion by mean curvature of an interface by alternating two computationally efficient steps: Convolution, and simple thresholding. To be precise, let Σ ⊂ R N be a domain whose boundary ∂Σ is to be evolved via motion by mean curvature. Given a time step size δt > 0, the MBO algorithm generates a time discrete approximation {∂Σ n } to motion by mean curvature (where ∂Σ n is the approximation at time t = nδt) according to the following prescription for obtaining Σ n+1 from Σ n :
1. Convolution step: Form u : R N → R as
where G t (x) is the N -dimensional Gaussian kernel
2. Thresholding step: Return to the realm of sets:
This algorithm has been rigorously verified to converge to motion by mean curvature in the limit δt → 0 + ; see e.g. [17] , [4] . One of its major advantages is unconditional stability: The choice of time step size δt is constrained only by accuracy considerations; the scheme remains stable (in fact, monotone) for all choices, independently of spatial resolution. In addition, for any choice of δt, the computational complexity of each time step is low: The bottleneck is the convolution step, which can be accomplished using e.g. the fast Fourier transform (FFT) at O(n log n) cost when a uniform grid of n points is used for spatial discretization. This is a major benefit over standard level set based approaches [27] which invariably involve the solution of a degenerate, very nonlinear PDE; however, see e.g. [36] for some semi-implicit level set schemes. The thresholding based algorithm of MBO has been generalized in subsequent papers (e.g. [24, 30, 32] ) to other geometric motions, and more recently to some fourth order flows [20, 14, 15] .
Although the MBO algorithm is thus very attractive from a computational complexity point of view, it has well known drawbacks. Chief among them is its inaccuracy on uniform grids. Indeed, unless grid size is refined concurrently with the time step size, the approximate motion generated by the algorithm gets "stuck" [25] . Less severely, even at moderately large time step sizes, there can be very large errors in the computed dynamics. Hence, in practice, it is necessary to discretize the MBO scheme using a method which can provide subgrid resolution of the interface position. This is accomplished in [31] while maintaining the efficiency of the algorithm through the use of unequally spaced FFTs. Unequally spaced FFTs also enable the use of adaptive grids to concentrate the computational effort near the interface. Such a spatially adaptive strategy proves especially indispensable in simulating high order motions. This paper explores a different class of diffusion generated motion algorithms, where the thresholding step is replaced by another fast procedure: Construction of the signed distance function to the interface. The motivation is very easy to explain: Unlike characteristic functions, signed distance functions can be accurately represented on uniform grids at subgrid accuracies due to their Lipschitz continuity. This alleviates the inaccuracies involved in the original (finite difference) MBO algorithm. The second step of MBO type algorithms, namely the convolution step, remains the same in character (though details might need to be different; see Section 5) . Since there are a variety of existing algorithms for fast computation of signed distance functions (e.g. fast marching, fast sweeping, etc. [40, 35, 39, 29, 11] ), the modification to the original MBO algorithm proposed here does not sacrifice efficiency (up to a constant factor, of course) for the resulting improved accuracy. Moreover, they lead to highly accurate computations on uniform grids -in our opinion, one of the greatest benefits of the proposed method.
Main idea and outline of results
In this section we discuss the main ideas of the paper, provide general motivation for the proposed algorithms, and give an outline of the results presented.
The inaccuracy of the original MBO threshold dynamics algorithm on uniform grids stems from representing characteristic functions of sets (i.e. binary functions) on such grids. Indeed, the thresholding step of the algorithm necessitates this at every time step. However, using a binary function on a uniform grid, the boundary of the set cannot be located with better accuracy than δx, the grid size. In particular, there is no way to interpolate and thus locate the interface with subgrid accuracy: The interface is essentially forced to follow grid lines.
Our observation is quite simple: In order to derive MBO type algorithms, the essential point is to Represent the interface by a level set function ψ(x) whose 1D profile φ : R → R along every normal to the interface is identical, and satisfies φ ′ (0) = 0 and φ ′′ (0) = 0.
In particular, this 1D profile need not be the Heaviside function as it is in the original algorithm, the discontinuous nature of which is the cause of poor accuracy on uniform grids. For example, the 1D profile φ can be chosen to be any other smooth, odd, monotone function of one variable that takes the value 0 at 0. Indeed, in case the level set function ψ(x) representing the interface has identical profiles along every normal, it can then be written as
in a neighborhood of the interface, where d is the signed distance function to the interface. Then, for any such representation we have
when evaluated at a point x on the interface (so that d(x) = 0), under the assumption (4) on φ; here κ denotes mean curvature. Indeed, as long as the level set function that represents the interface has the same profile along every normal to the interface, it is easy to see that alternating the construction of such a representation for the interface and convolution with positive, symmetric, unit mass kernels would always generate motion by mean curvature as the leading order motion, just as the original MBO scheme. In addition, a smooth profile with a uniform bound on its derivative would allow interpolation to locate the interface with accuracy considerably greater than δx. See Figure 1 for an illustration of this basic point. The simplest smooth, odd, 1D profile is the identity function φ(ξ) = ξ; this leads us to represent the interface with the signed distance function, and is the basis of the algorithms derived in the present paper. In particular, in this paper we ask: What kind of interesting geometric flows can we generate by alternating convolution and the construction of the signed distance function?
To explore this idea, in Section 4 we obtain Taylor expansions for the distance function of an interface in the plane in terms of its geometric quantities (such as curvature and derivatives of curvature). In particular, we concentrate on two situations: Points where the interface is smooth, and points where two smooth curves meet in a corner with given angle. The first expansion is relevant for deriving algorithms in two-phase flow, and the second is used for algorithms for multi-phase motion, such as the motion of triple junctions. Section 5 is devoted to utilizing the expansions in Section 4 to derive algorithms for various types of motion. Section 5.1 focuses on the rather familiar case of motion by mean curvature, with the slight modification of an additional spatially varying normal speed. Although we suspect that the first algorithm we write down for this motion may not be completely unexpected, it is a good place to start and we do follow it up with more interesting high order in time variants. Section 5.2 describes a monotone algorithm for generating the motion f (κ) where f : R → R is an odd, increasing, Lipschitz continuous function, and κ is the curvature of the interface. Section 5.3 explores an algorithm for motion of triple junctions under curvature flow with prescribed angle conditions at the junctions, and takes significant steps towards its justification by estimating the local truncation error at the junctions. Section 5.4 describes a tentative algorithm for motion by surface diffusion -a fourth order flowusing the signed distance function based approach of this paper. Finally in Section 6 we present numerical results and convergence studies with the algorithms proposed in Section 5. Although most of our derivations and algorithms are stated in two dimensions, some of them have immediate and straightforward extensions to higher dimensions; we briefly indicate these wherever appropriate.
Previous work
First and foremost, as already mention in the Introduction, the approach to interfacial motion advocated in this paper is motivated by Merriman, Bence, and Osher's threshold dynamics [25] . The accuracy issue concerning this algorithm when implemented on uniform grids is well known and constitutes one of the main thrusts behind not only the present paper, but also that of several previous works. In [31] , an adaptive refinement strategy for the MBO scheme is proposed and efficiently implemented using a spectral method in order to address the original scheme's accuracy shortcomings; that method represents an alternative strategy to the path taken here. Additionally, some of our discussions in Section 5 on how to generate a variety of interfacial motions using the signed distance function follows the analogous developments that use characteristic functions in [31, 30] . In particular, our discussion of high order in time schemes for curvature flow in Section 5.1, as well as our treatment of multiphase flow of networks (junctions) in Section 5.3 have precursors in [31, 30] . The signed distance function representation utilized in the present paper is less explicit a representation of an interface than a characteristic function representation. This makes the algorithms and especially the analysis in this paper quite different from these previous works.
It is interesting to make the connection, even though it is indirect, between one of the algorithms presented in this paper, namely the most basic one (64) & (65) of the several mean curvature motion algorithms from Section 5.1, and a recent algorithm for the same motion proposed by Chambolle in [8, 9] . In these works, the author proposes an algorithm for implementing Almgren, Taylor, and Wang's discrete in time variational approximation [1] to motion by mean curvature that entails the construction of the distance function to an interface at every time step; this step of his algorithm is identical to step (65) of the one presented in Section 5.1 of the present paper. However, the second step of the algorithms presented in [8, 9] involves the solution of a computationally very non-trivial total variation based optimization problem as in [28] per time step -this aspect is drastically different from the algorithms proposed in the present paper.
A distance function based level set-like algorithm for the special case of motion by mean curvature plus a constant is proposed in [22] . Although their algorithm also constructs the signed distance function to the interface at every time step and thus may be likened to one of the proposed algorithms, namely (64) & (65) in this paper, it is actually quite different. Indeed, the algorithm of [22] utilizes the signed distance function only in evaluating the right hand side of the explicit in time version of standard level set equation for mean curvature flow. Therefore, unlike the algorithms proposed in this paper, it lacks unconditional stability.
Finally, convergence to the viscosity solution [17] of the discrete in time solutions generated by the most basic one (64) & (65) of the several mean curvature motion algorithms presented in Section 5 has been established in [10] .
Expansions for the distance function
In this section, we first write down a Taylor expansion of the signed distance function d Σ (x) in the neighborhood of a point p ∈ ∂Σ on the smooth boundary ∂Σ of a set Σ. For simplicity, we work mostly in R 2 where we write x = (x, y). This expansion then allows us to obtain a Taylor expansion for the convolution of d Σ (x, y) with a Gaussian kernel G t (x, y). Our goal is to express the expansion coefficients in terms of the geometry (curvature and derivatives of curvature) of ∂Σ.
Expansion for a smooth interface
We will eventually work in the plane for convenience; but first, let us recall a few well known properties of the signed distance function that hold more generally in R N ; see e.g. [18, 12] . For x ∈ ∂Σ, let n(x) denote the unit outer normal to ∂Σ at x. The first familiar property we note is based on the fact that the normals to a smooth interface do not focus right away, so that the signed distance function is smooth in a tubular neighborhood of ∂Σ, and is linear with slope one along the normals:
e. k-th derivative Holder continuous with exponent ℓ) where k ≥ 2 and ℓ ≥ 0 in a neighborhood of p ∈ ∂Σ. Then, there exists a neighborhood
The second important fact we recall is that Laplacian of the signed distance function d Σ at a point x gives us essentially the mean curvature of the isosurface of d passing through x:
where H(x) denotes the mean curvature of the level set {ξ : f (ξ) = f (x)} at x. Specializing to the planar (2D) setting, let γ : (−ε, ε) → R 2 be a unit speed parametrization of the curve ∂Σ around p ∈ ∂Σ, with γ(0) = p and positive orientation. Let κ(x) denote the curvature of the curve at x:
Note that curvature κ of the boundary of convex sets is negative according to convention (8) .
We may rotate and translate the set Σ so that p = 0 ∈ R 2 and the outer unit normal n(0) at p = 0 is given by the vector n(0) = (0, −1); see Figure 2 for the setup. Let f (x) be the smooth function whose graph (x, f (x)) describes the interface ∂Σ in a neighborhood of the origin. Let us write simply κ(x) to denote the curvature κ(x, f (x)) of ∂Σ at (x, f (x)). We then have the following relations implied:
For the signed distance function d Σ (x, y) to Σ, we drop the Σ in its notation and adopt the convention that d(x, y) < 0 if y < f (x) (and hence d(x, y) > 0 if y > f (x)). In 2D, equation
on the interface. The following useful formulas follow immediately from (5) in Proposition 1:
Lemma 1 For sufficiently small y, we have
so that
and
Proof: That d(0, y) = y follows from (5), and the y partial derivatives follow from this expression. Then, (14) follows from these and the Eikonal equation (6) .
Lemma 2
The following hold
for all sufficiently small y.
Then, by (6) we have
A(x, y) ≡ 1 for all small enough (x, y).
Differentiating (16) w.r.t. x and y, we have
Evaluating the first equality in (17) at x = 0 and using (12) , (14) we get
Further differentiating (18) with respect to y, we get (15) .
Lemma 3
The following hold:
Proof: Equation (19a) follows from evaluating (10) at x = 0 and (12). To obtain (19b), we first differentiate (17) with respect to x once again:
Evaluating (20) at (x, y) = (0, 0) and using (19a), (14) , (12) , and (15) we get (19b).
To obtain (19c), we differentiate (10) with respect to x:
Evaluating (21) at x = 0 and using (9) and (15), we get (19c).
Lemma 4
Proof: Differentiating (20) with respect to x once again, we obtain
Evaluating at x = 0 and using (19a), (19c), (14), (15), and (12) we get (22a). Differentiating (20) this time with respect to y, we get
Evaluating at x = 0 and using (19a), (19b), (15) , (14) , and (12) yields (22b). Differentiating (21) once more with respect to x, we find
Evaluating at x = 0 and using (9), (19b), (22b), and (12) we get (22c). Collecting terms from Lemmas 1 through 4, we arrive at the desired Taylor expansion:
) has the following Taylor expansion at x = 0:
We can now substitute the expansion (26) into the convolution integral
to get a Taylor expansion for the convolution (G t * d)(x, y) at (x, y) = (0, 0). The terms we need are:
Using these, we arrive at the following expansion:
Proposition 3 Convolution of the signed distance function d with the Gaussian kernel G t has the following expansion
provided that y = O(t).
Remark: Because f ′ (0) = 0, we in fact have
where κ ss denotes second derivative of curvature with respect to arc-length. Thus coefficients in the expansion of Proposition 3 can be easily expressed in completely geometric quantities, if desired.
Expansion at a junction
For convenience, let us introduce the following notation for the 1D Gaussian:
Let us record the formulas
We now consider the set up where three C 2 curves meet in a triple point located at the origin, such that their tangents have the angles 2θ 1 , 2θ 2 , 2θ 3 ∈ (0, π) between them; see Figure 4 for an illustration. If we zoom in to the origin, the set up would look like three sectors, as indicated in the right hand side plot of Figure 4 . Hence, we start by writing down explicit formulas for the distance function to a sector.
Let a sector S of opening angle 2θ be given as follows:
See Figure 5 for an illustration. We will say that the ridge of S is the set on the complement of which the signed distance function to S is smooth; it consists of the following three lines: 
Then, we distinguish the three regions defined by the ridge (as shown in Figure 5 ), in each of which the signed distance function is smooth, as follows:
• Region 1:
• Region 2: R 2 := {(x, y) : y ≤ −(tan θ)x and x ≤ 0}, and
It is then easy to see that the signed distance function is given as follows in these regions:
, and
See Figure 5 for illustration of the regions and level curves of the signed distance function. We will compute the Taylor expansion at the origin of the convolution of the signed distance function d to the sector S with the Gaussian kernel. We start with the constant term in the expansion. To that end, we first note:
Observing that
and using (35) and (36), we get:
Next, we calculate
4t dr dθ
We can now put together (38) and (39) to get the 0-th order term in the desired expansion:
Moving on to the calculation of higher order terms, we first note:
Also useful is:
Using (41) and (42) we get
We now also calculate
Putting together (43) and (44) we find
which is the coefficient of y in the expansion we seek. Noting that the coefficient of x must be zero on symmetry grounds, we next consider quadratic terms. To that end, first compute:
Then,
Putting (46) and (47) together, we find
which would be the coefficient of x 2 in the expansion. Noting once again on symmetry grounds that the coefficient of xy must be zero, it remains only to compute the coefficient of y 2 , as follows:
Putting together (49) and (50) we obtain
which is the coefficient of y 2 . Additionally, note that since the signed distance function d to any set is Lipschitz, we have
for k = 1, 2, 3, . . ., where the constants C k are universal. Finally, putting the formulas (40), (45), (48), (51) and the bound (52) together with the following Taylor expansion at the origin
we arrive at the following:
Proposition 4 Convolution of the signed distance function d for the sector (33) with a Gaussian kernel satisfies the following Taylor expansion:
We now turn to obtaining the analogous expansion at a corner point of an open set Σ whose boundary at the corner point consists of the meeting of two C 2 arcs, namely Γ 1 and Γ 2 . Let 2θ denote the (interior) angle formed by these curves at the junction. Assume that θ < π 2 . Also, assume that Σ has been rotated and translated if necessary so that the corner point is at the origin, and Σ ∩ B r (0) is contained in the lower half plane for small enough r > 0, and its boundary curves Γ 1 and Γ 2 make angles of θ with the axis {y ≤ 0} as shown in Figure 6 .
Consider the approximating sector S to the set Σ at the origin. More precisely, S is the sector the boundary curves of which are tangent to those of Σ at the origin, so that in particular we have lim sup
where H(·, ·) denotes the Hausdorff distance. See Figure 6 for an illustration. A consequence of (55) is
Let d denote the signed distance function to Σ, and letd denote the signed distance function to the sector S. By (55), we have
Therefore,
Moreover,
We also need to estimate second derivatives of d(x). To that end, we first note the following easy lemma:
Lemma 5 The ridge of the signed distance function to Σ in a neighborhood of the origin consists of three simple C 2 arcs γ 1 , γ 2 and γ 3 that touch each other only at the origin. The arcs γ 1 and γ 2 coincide with the lines ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 that constitute part of the ridge of the approximating sector (see (34) ). The third arc, γ 3 , is tangent to ℓ 3 at the origin so that in particular
where H(·, ·) denotes the Hausdorff distance. See Figure 6 .
Proof: The lemma is easy to establish by use of Proposition 1 and the implicit function theorem. Lemma 5 shows that near the origin, ∇d and ∇d disagree at O(1) level on only a thin set. Based on this observation, it is easy to establish the following estimate:
that holds for any i, j ∈ {1, 2}. Since G t * d is a C ∞ function for any t > 0, it has a Taylor expansion of the form (53). Indeed, expansion (54) that applies tod, together with the bounds (52), (56), and (61) give the following expansion for d:
Proposition 5 Convolution with a Gaussian kernel of the signed distance function d of the domain Σ at its corner located at the origin formed by the meeting of two C 2 arcs Γ 1 and Γ 2 as in Figure 6 satisfies the following Taylor expansion:
The coefficients C j (t) satisfy C j (t) = O( √ t) as t → 0 + .
Algorithms
In this section, we utilize the expansions obtained in the previous sections to describe a number of new algorithms for interfacial motion.
Warm up: Curvature motion
In this section, we describe several algorithms for simulating the motion of an interface with normal speeds of the form
where S : R 2 → R is a given function. We start with the following algorithm for the slightly generalized curvature motion (63), which is very easily obtained from expansion (30) .
Algorithm: Given the initial set Σ 0 through its signed distance function d 0 (x) and a time step size δt > 0, generate the sets Σ j via their signed distance functions d j (x) at subsequent discrete times t = j(δt) by alternating the following steps:
2. Construct the signed distance function d j+1 by
It is easy to see that the algorithm is monotone, since each of its steps preserves order. Consistency of one step of the algorithm with the desired motion (63) is immediate from (30) , which shows that the zero level set of the convolution d * G δt crosses the y-axis at
leading to the advertised motion. Furthermore, we can read off the form of the leading order truncation error at every time step by substituting (66) into expansion (30) to find:
We now turn our attention to designing more accurate versions of algorithms such as the one above. For instance, we can utilize once again the expansion in (30) to get more accurate evaluation of curvature κ at every time step using a Richardson extrapolationlike procedure. This incurs no additional computational cost whatsoever, since the only modification to algorithm (64) & (65) is to replace the convolution kernel in step (64) by a linear combination of two Gaussians.
where K t is the kernel:
Indeed, from expansion (30) we see that
leading to
which suggests better controlled accuracy in (implicit) evaluation of curvature at every time step by eliminating the dependence of the leading order error term on derivatives of curvature (and improving the constant of the remaining term). Numerical experiments with algorithm (68), (69) & (70) indeed lead to more accurate results in practice than algorithm (64) & (65); evidence to this effect is presented in Section 6.1. However, we should note that although the original algorithm (64) & (65) is obviously monotone due to the positivity of its convolution kernel, we cannot say the same for algorithm (68), (69) & (70) since its convolution kernel K t is no longer positive; see Figure 3 . Monotonicity cannot be guaranteed for the high order in time schemes discussed below, either. We now turn to designing higher order in time versions of (64) & (65), or (68), (69) & (70), at the expense of increasing slightly the number of convolution or redistancing operations involved at each time step (which are, although fast, still the most computationally intensive tasks of our algorithms). For example, the following algorithm requires three convolution and two redistancing operations per time step, but formally has quadratic convergence rate in t:
Form the functions
where K t is one of the two kernels:
By using a multi-step strategy, we can reduce the per time step cost of the high order in time algorithm (73), (74) & (75) above to just two convolution and one redistancing operations. Indeed, the variant below still has formally quadratic convergence rate in time:
Algorithm: Multistep version of (73), (74) & (75):
The algorithms in this section have been discussed in R 2 for curves, but they generalize verbatim to hypersurfaces in R N . In this case, they approximate the flow of hypersurfaces under normal speeds of the form
where H denotes the mean curvature of the interface, and S : R N → R is a given function.
Motion by f (κ)
In this section we present unconditionally monotone schemes for propagating interfaces with normal speeds given by
where f : R → R is an odd, increasing, Lipschitz function with constant L f . For any constant M > 0, we consider the following algorithm:
Form the function
At the j-th step of the algorithm, the set Σ j can be recovered if desired through the relation
Consistency of this algorithm is easy to verify on a C 2 curve using the expansion (30) in Proposition 3. Indeed, using (30) together with (11), we have
Since f is Lipschitz, we therefore also have
Once again using (11) in conjunction with (80), we see that the 0-level set of
has moved with the desired speed in the normal direction; we also see that the scheme is first order accurate in time (though higher order in time versions may be possible as in Section 5.1), and the constant in the error term depends on M as well as the Lipschitz constant of f . In addition to this consistency result, we have the following monotonicity property: Proof: Let Σ 1 and Σ 2 be two sets satisfying Σ 1 ⊂ Σ 2 . Let d 1 (x) and d 2 (x) be the signed distance functions to Σ 1 and Σ 2 , respectively. Then, first of all,
Using the same notation as in the description of the algorithm, let
Then, just calculate:
(where we used d 2 ≥ d 1 and that f is increasing)
(where we used the hypothesis that f is Lipschitz)
(where we used the hypothesis on M ).
This verifies monotonicity of the first step of the algorithm; that of the second is obvious as already noted. As in Section 5.1, the algorithm of this section generalizes almost verbatim to the flow of hypersurfaces in R N , where it can generate motions with normal speed
where H denotes the mean curvature of the interface. We note that other generalizations, for example explicit spatial and time dependence in f , i.e. f = f (·, x, t), are also easily possible.
Multiple Junctions
In this section, we describe an algorithm based on the signed distance function for simulating the motion of multiple junctions under curvature motion and subject to the symmetric (i.e. 120
• ) Herring conditions [21] . This is an important application that comes up in materials science, e.g. in simulating the grain boundary motion in polycrystals [26] . We will use the expansions in Section 4.2 to justify the algorithm and estimate the local truncation error. Our algorithm has the following form:
Algorithm: Given the initial sets Σ for k = 1, . . . , m where K t is one of the kernels:
Construct the signed distance functions
The reassignment step (90) of the algorithm stems from the t → ∞ limit of gradient descent on the multiwell potential that constitutes the nonlinear, pointwise term in vectorial phasefield energies such as the ones in [3, 6] . It is identical to the reassignment step in [25] . This algorithm differs from the one proposed in [25] in important ways. First of all, the authors in [25] utilize redistancing (construction of the signed distance function) optionally, only as a means to prevent the level set function from becoming too steep or too flat -this is the standard role of redistancing in level set computations, as used even in two-phase flows, and is typically employed only occasionally during the flow (once per a large number of time steps). Indeed, the authors state explicitly that as long as the level set does not become too steep or too flat, any level set representation can be used. However, in order to get the desired Herring angle (i.e. boundary) conditions at junctions, it is absolutely essential to make sure that the profile of level sets representing the various phases be the same near the junctions. In other words, using arbitrary (even if not too flat, not too steep) level sets to represent the phases as is suggested in [25] will lead to O(1) errors in the angles at the junctions; this simple fact can be easily understood by considering what happens to an arrangement of three phases where one of the phases is represented by a level set function half as steep as the other two; Figure 7 shows a numerical experiment verifying this effect. (To be fair, authors of [25] eventually propose an "Algorithm B" that redistances at every time step, but claim this is only to keep the level set from becoming too steep or too flat. In reality, level sets do not degenerate during the multiphase motion as rapidly as is suggested by the authors -this is not the correct reason for redistancing). Furthermore, the algorithms for multiple junctions proposed in [25] and utilized in the more recent application paper [42] , or in the related work [37] , all evolve the level set functions representing the phases via the standard level set formulation of curvature motion. The algorithm proposed here uses convolution (with a Gaussian or more accurate kernel) at every step to evolve the different phases, and therefore maintains the unconditional stability of the two-phase case. It should be pointed out that various other numerical algorithms have been proposed for computing the motion of networks of junctions, including front tracking, level set, and phase field based methods; see e.g. [5, 7, 6, 3, 19, 44, 38, 23, 16] and their references. We repeat that, in this context of networks as in others, front tracking based methods do not allow painless treatment of topological changes and are therefore hard to extend to three dimensions; phase field based methods require the spatial resolution of a rapid transition layer and involve the small parameter describing the thickness of this layer as a stiffness parameter; and standard level set based methods require the solution of highly nonlinear, degenerate PDE.
We now provide some justification for algorithm (89) & (90), focusing on the case K t = G t for simplicity. First, note that the algorithm moves interfaces with motion by curvature away from the triple junction; this is immediate based on expansion (30) and the definition of the algorithm. The more interesting point is its behavior at a triple junction, which we now focus on. Our goal is to establish that the scheme not only preserves but in fact imposes symmetric (120 • ) Herring angle conditions at the junction. An analogous calculation for the thresholding based precursor of our algorithm has been carried out in [30] . The argument presented below is a bit more abstract and less explicit, as the representation of the interface we deal with, namely the signed distance function, is not as explicitly given in terms of the interface as a characteristic function is.
Consider a triple junction at the origin formed by the meeting of three C 2 curves Γ 12 , Γ 23 , and Γ 31 . Let the three curves Γ j constitute the boundaries of three phases Σ 1 , Σ 2 , and Σ 3 as shown in Figure 4 . Let the angle subtended at the triple junction by phase Σ j be 2θ j , with j = 1, 2, 3. We will assume that θ j are in a small enough neighborhood of π 3 . Let us also assume that the configuration has been rotated if necessary so that Σ 1 is contained in the lower half plane, and its boundary curves make angles of θ 1 with the axis {y ≤ 0} as shown in Figure 4 . Let d 1 , d 2 , and d 3 denote the signed distance functions of Σ 1 , Σ 2 , and Σ 3 , respectively. For convenience, let us define the following functions:
Using (62) in Proposition 5, we then have the following Taylor expansions for the functions d j * G t at the origin:
where
Expansions for d 2 * G t and d 3 * G t were obtained from that of d 1 * G t simply by the appropriate rotations. From (92) we can immediately read off the following:
, then the triple junction moves with speed at most O(1) in a time step of size δt. These properties suggest that the motion of the junction has the expected behavior under algorithm (89) & (90). Indeed, the second point suggests that if the Herring angle conditions are not satisfied initially, then the numerical solution will "adjust" the location of the triple junction at a fast time scale (infinitely fast as δt → 0 + ). We will now see if this fast adjustment takes the angles towards or away from the Herring condition. To that end, assume that the angles θ 1 and θ 2 at the beginning of a time step with the algorithm are not too far from π 3 . We can solve for the new coordinates (x * , y * ) of the triple junction after the time step using (92). Indeed, the three surfaces in (92) intersect in three curves, which in return intersect in a point in the (x, y)-plane, whose coordinates can be found by solving
If θ j differs from
for x * and y * . From (92) we see that (x * , y * ) are given by
Differentiating (92) and evaluating the result at the new junction location (x * , y * ), we see that the normals to the three curves at the junction are given by
(95) up to high order terms; see Figure 8 . The two angles (θ 1 , θ 2 ) between the curves at the beginning of the time step get sent to a new pair of angles (θ 1 ,θ 2 ) at the end of the time step. These new angles can be expressed using (95) as
T., and
Noting again that θ 3 is determined in terms of θ 1 and θ 2 , the task at hand is to study the map
in terms of its fixed points and their stability. To that end, first define the map φ :
Then, consider the related map ψ :
Note that
We also compute, using MAPLE, that
Write the components of ψ as ψ = (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) so that we have
Now, expand φ in a Taylor series near (
Putting (105) together with (101) and (102), we see that
where M is a 2 × 2 constant matrix whose largest singular value σ satisfies
for all small enough t > 0 according to (105) along with continuous dependence of the eigenvalues of a matrix on its entries. We thus see that algorithm (89) & (90) stably imposes the Herring angle conditions with an error of the form O( √ t).
High order motions
In this very experimental and rather speculative section, we briefly note how distance function based algorithms for high order motions, such as Willmore flow or surface diffusion flow, might be designed via the expansions of Section 4. This is in analogy with the threshold dynamics based algorithms for Willmore and surface diffusion flows in [20] and [15] . Here, we focus just on surface diffusion. For this flow, the normal speed of the interface is given by
There are several alternatives for achieving this speed. For example, as in [20, 15] , one can first take convolution of the signed distance function to the interface using two different kernels, then take the correct linear combination of the two convolutions so that the lower order, curvature related terms in expansion (30) drop out, leaving behind derivatives of curvature exposed in the dominant terms. Interestingly, the exact form of the algorithm (in particular, the weights used) turn out to be different than in the threshold dynamics case:
1. Form the functions
Numerical results
In this section we present several numerical results and convergence studies with the algorithms proposed in the previous sections. Since construction of the signed distance function to a set constitutes a major common step of all the algorithms, it is worth a brief discussion. Fast and accurate solution of Hamilton-Jacobi equations such as the Eikonal equation is an extensive field in its own right. Here, we are only interested in constructing standard Euclidean distance functions, which makes the corresponding Eikonal equation particularly simple and a great variety of existing algorithms applicable. In the computations presented below, a very simple procedure for second order accurate computation of the Euclidean distance function in a tubular neighborhood of the interface was utilized. Specifically, it is based on starting with a first order reconstruction (for which there are indeed many fast algorithms) and then improving it to second (or higher) order by a few steps of a line search strategy at every grid point. Of course, high order versions of more sophisticated algorithms such as [40, 35, 29, 39, 43, 11] can also be used, perhaps with better results. Some comments on the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms are also in order. For the sake of simplicity, let us leave possible gains from local versions of the algorithms (such as redistancing only in a tubular neighborhood of the interfaces) out of this brief discussion; although these enhancements are entirely feasible (e.g. in practice one needs to construct the signed distance function only in a tubular neighborhood of thickness ≈ √ δt for second order flows), they are in any case not always as worthwhile as might be suspected -indeed, in applications such as large scale grain boundary motion simulations [13] , the evolving network of curves or surfaces is, at least initially, so dense that even a relatively thin tubular neighborhood of them covers almost the entire grid. When the proposed algorithms are thus implemented globally on an N × N , uniform computational grid discretizing e.g. the unit square [0, 1] 2 , the convolution operations can be completed at O(N 2 log N ) complexity using the fast Fourier transform. As mentioned above, the redistancing steps of the proposed algorithms can be accomplished using e.g. fast marching, whose complexity is also O(N 2 log N ) on the whole computational grid provided that first order accurate in space solutions are acceptable. If high order accurate distance functions are required, the first order accurate solutions from e.g. fast marching can be improved to higher order using the strategy mentioned above (and used in numerical results of this paper) at O(N 2 ) cost. Hence, overall, the complexity of each time step of the proposed algorithms is essentially linear in the number of grid points.
Curvature motion
We first consider the convergence of algorithm (64) The errors cited are the errors in the radius of the shrinking circle, the exact value R(t) of which is given by
which gives R = The next set of results concern the motion by curvature of the more interesting curve shown in Figure 9 . Since an explicit solution is not available in this case, we monitor the error in the von Neumann law of area loss [41] :
in this (i.e. two-phase) case. The table below shows the relative error in this rate of area loss of the shape as it evolves, using the 2nd order in time scheme (73), (74) 
Motion by f (κ)
From an applications point of view, one of the most important geometric motions with normal speed of the form
is the affine invariant motion by curvature [2, 33, 34] , which has the precise form
It arises in computer vision applications where algorithms for such fundamental operations on images as denoising and segmentation are expected to be invariant under small changes of the viewpoint. Of course, in this case, f (ξ) = ξ 1 3 is not Lipschitz, so that our proposed algorithm in Section 5.2 for this type of motion is not monotone in this case. However, we can of course regularize f , for example as
With ε > 0, f ε is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant
We can then choose the constant M in the description of algorithm (80) & (81) large enough (and dependent on ε) to ensure monotonicity via Proposition 6. On the other hand, in numerical experiments we find that just fixing M e.g. at M = 2 and taking ε = 0 (i.e. no regularization) does not seem to lead to any instabilities. The results presented in this section were therefore obtained with no regularization and the said value of M . Figure 10 shows the important example of an ellipse, which should remain an ellipse of fixed eccentricity as it evolves due to the affine invariance of the flow, unlike under standard motion by mean curvature that takes the curve asymptotically to a circle. Large time steps were taken to demonstrate stability.
As important as the example of an ellipse is, it is not a particularly challenging test case for affine invariant motion since its curvature remains bounded away from 0 and hence the algorithm never has to deal with the (regularized) singularity at inflection (κ = 0) points. Figure 11 shows the result of the algorithm on the more interesting example of an initially flower shaped curve.
Junctions
This section presents a couple of simple examples of computing the motion of a triple junction under curvature motion in the plane using the algorithm (89) & (90) in Section 5.3. Algorithm (89) & (90) can in fact be generalized to allow accurate and efficient computation of very large scale grain networks in both two and three space dimensions, which is of high interest in materials science applications. Extensive demonstration of a generalized version of the algorithm in this capacity has been carried and will be reported separately in an upcoming paper [13] by one of the authors. Here, we confine ourselves to the simple cases of only three or four phases. Figure 12 shows a computation with three phases. The initial data consists of two partially overlapping disks with a straight interface in between, as shown in Figure 12 . The two partial disks constitute two of the phases; the background (complement of the disks) constitutes the third. Hence, all three phases have n = 2 triple junctions on their boundary throughout the evolution. If we let A(t) denote area of one of the partial disks, the von Neumann area loss law [41] this time implies
To assess the accuracy of the simulation, we measure the rate of area loss in one of the partial disks. The The errors reported in the table were obtained as an average over 10 runs with the initial condition rotated and translated randomly to preempt possible interference from grid effects. The truncation error analysis carried out in Section (4.2) implies O( √ t) error at junctions, some evidence of which can be seen in the table. Figure 12 shows the computed solution at 32 × 32 and 512 × 512 resolution superimposed. Figure 13 shows a computation with four phases: Three partial disks and the background. This time, von Neumann law gives:
The relative error in (116) The plot on the right in Figure 13 compares as in the previous example the solution obtained at high and low (spatial and temporal) resolutions. Figure 14 shows the 512 × 512 computation at later times. At some point, one of the phases that started out as a partial disk disappears. The algorithm handles that transition seamlessly, and carries on as a three phase flow from that point onwards -one of the wellknown advantages of implicit interface representations is thus maintained in our algorithms, as expected.
Finally, we expect that the rate of convergence of the algorithm can be improved, if needed, by the Richardson extrapolation type ideas used in Section 5.1, as was done in [31] for multiphase motion in the context of threshold dynamics.
High order motions
Here we present a couple of simple numerical tests of the tentative algorithm for surface diffusion suggested in Section 5.4. The examples are intended merely as a qualitative check. The first plot of Figure 15 shows the evolution of an ellipse under this algorithm towards a circle at times 1.25 × 10 −6 (reached with 2000 time steps) and 2.5 × 10 −6 (4000 time steps), computed on the modest grid size of 128 × 128. Surface diffusion flow preserves area; the change in area in the computed solution at final time is ≈ 4.25%. The second plot of Figure  15 shows the evolution of a slightly more interesting, initially flower shaped curve.
The scheme appears to be stable under much larger time steps, too, but then the error becomes large rather quickly. Perhaps the Richardson extrapolation idea used in Section 5.1 can be applied also here to improve the accuracy. The black curve shows the initial phase configuration. The red curve is the inconsistent approximation resulting from unequal level set representation of the three phases around the junction, as in "Algorithm A" of [25] , after a few iterations; the inconsistency arises even though the level sets have not become too steep or too flat during the short evolution. The blue curve is the algorithm proposed in this paper, which stably preserves the correct angle condition at the junction. computed using 30 time steps at 32 × 32 spatial resolution (red curve), superimposed with the computed result using 480 time steps at 512 × 512 resolution (black curve). The error in the latter is about one thirteenth of the former. . The black contour is the solution computed at 512 × 512 spatial resolution using 480 time steps; the red contour is the solution computed at 32 × 32 spatial resolution using 30 time steps. 
